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ABSTRACT
Microsecond molecular dynamics simulations of B-
DNA oligomers carried out in an aqueous environ-
ment with a physiological salt concentration enable
us to perform a detailed analysis of how potassium
ions interact with the double helix. The oligomers
studied contain all 136 distinct tetranucleotides and
we are thus able to make a comprehensive analysis
of base sequence effects. Using a recently developed
curvilinear helicoidal coordinate method we are able
to analyze the details of ion populations and densi-
ties within the major and minor grooves and in the
space surrounding DNA. The results show higher ion
populations than have typically been observed in ear-
lier studies and sequence effects that go beyond the
nature of individual base pairs or base pair steps. We
also show that, in some special cases, ion distribu-
tions converge very slowly and, on a microsecond
timescale, do not reflect the symmetry of the corre-
sponding base sequence.
INTRODUCTION
A distinctive feature of nucleic acids is their charge. DNA
and RNA are anionic polyelectrolytes that bear one nega-
tive charge per nucleotide and the resulting high charge den-
sity generates strong repulsive forces that must be reduced
for nucleic acids to perform their biological function. This
reduction is achieved through electrostatic screening by wa-
ter and counterions and it has long been known that the
solvent environment plays a significant role in the structure
of DNA (1). These effects are particularly important for
double-stranded nucleic acids (2,3), and are likely to modu-
late the binding of proteins and small molecules to double-
stranded DNA (4,5) and therefore influence its biological
activity.
The structure of the ionic atmosphere aroundDNAhas a
long history of physical modeling, marked by the establish-
ment of counterion condensation theory (6) and polyelec-
trolyte continuummodels based on the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation (7).More recently, a large number of experimental
studies have been performed to examine the structural de-
tails of cations binding to DNA (8–15), (see also the recent
reviews by Hud and Engelhart (8), Pollack (16) and Lipfert
et al. (17)).
The behavior of monovalent cations has remained par-
ticularly elusive, owing to the difficulties of observing them
by either X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy. Nevertheless, thanks to clever experi-
mental setups, often involving the use of non-physiological
ions (such as Tl+, Rb+, Cs+ and 15NH4+), it has been pos-
sible to show that partially dehydrated cations bind deep in
both grooves in a highly sequence-dependent manner, often
competing with water for the same binding sites and inter-
acting with accessible electronegative atoms of DNA either
directly or through shared first-shell water molecules. Ex-
periments have shown that Tl+ (a mimic of K+) binds in
the major groove of B-DNA at GC steps, with estimated
occupancies between 0.20 and 0.35 (9). Several monova-
lent cations have been observed in the minor groove (K+,
Na+, Tl+, Rb+, Cs+, NH4+), especially in regions where the
groove is narrow (e.g. 3′ end of poly-A tracts) (12,15,18),
with occupancies as high as 0.5 (19).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used
extensively to obtain atomic-level insight into DNA–
counterion interactions. Since the pioneering work of
Young et al. (20), a large number of simulation studies have
been performed (see the recent reviews by Auffinger and
Hashem (21) and, Mocci and Laaksonen (22)). However,
theMD picture of the ionic atmosphere remains the subject
of some controversy. Along with potential concerns about
the reliability of the empirical force-field parameters, and, in
most cases, the absence of a polarizability term (23), there is
also the issue of lack of convergence given that the slow dif-
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fusion of ions in water will cause problems for nanosecond-
scale simulations (24,25).
Early, short MD simulations (< 2 ns) of alternat-
ing GC and AT oligomers in explicit solvent with near-
physiological concentrations of KCl were used to identify
the preferential binding of K+ to the major groove of DNA
(26,27). Ion populations in the major groove were found to
be about 0.1 for A:T and 0.3 for G:C base pairs, while no
ions were identified in the minor groove (26). Longer sim-
ulations of 15 ns found lower K+ populations in the major
groove and some ion density in the minor groove (28), while
50 ns simulations (24) found maximum populations below
0.13 in both grooves and suggested that the sequence de-
pendence of ion distributions might in fact go beyond the
base-pair step.
Turning to sodium cations, 10 ns simulations
of the so-called Drew–Dickerson dodecamer (5′-
CGCGAATTCGCG-3′, hereafter DDD) showed maxi-
mum Na+ populations of 0.2 in the minor groove of the
central AT-rich region (29). Longer simulations of DDD
(15 ns), again found lower sodium populations (below
0.1) in the minor groove (30). Extending the simulation
time even further to 60 ns (31) increased the maximum
occupation fractions to 0.15 and 0.3 for the major and
minor groove, respectively, while only 0.04 was found for
the optimal site using the first microsecond trajectory for
DDD (32). A recent microsecond-scale analysis focusing
on CG steps also identified populations around 0.3 in the
minor groove for both sodium and potassium (33), and also
provided clear evidence for the role of monovalent cations
in triggering DNA backbone conformational transitions
(34).
The convergence issue has driven the development of al-
ternative approaches to MD, including enhanced sampling
(35), continuumPoisson–Boltzmann (36) and intermediate-
resolution approaches (37,38). However, thanks to develop-
ments in force field parameterization (39,40) and improve-
ments in high performance computing resources (41) con-
vergence has now become reachable using atomic-levelMD.
Multiple microsecond-scale MD simulations of DNA (42)
have however shown that several hundreds of nanoseconds
are generally required to obtain converged ion populations
(43).
Apart from convergence issues, another problem con-
tributing to discrepancies in observed ion populations is
the difficulty in clearly defining physically meaningful spa-
tial regions aroundDNA, since measuring ion distributions
from MD simulations is commonly limited to observing
their occurrence within regions surrounding specific DNA
atoms. Furthermore, as many of the experimental and sim-
ulation studies focused on the DDD oligomer, on other A-
tract sequences or on simple dinucleotide repeats, the avail-
able data does not provide a comprehensive view of base
sequence effects on the ion atmosphere around DNA.
Here, we present a significant step toward understand-
ing the sequence dependence of K+ binding to B-DNA
at room temperature under physiological salt conditions.
Thanks to a recently developed curvilinear helicoidal coor-
dinate (CHC) system and associated analysis tools we are
able to accurately quantify ion populations and densities
within the grooves and in the immediate surroundings of
the double helix (43). We apply these tools to a set of mi-
crosecond MD trajectories for 39 oligomers containing the
136 distinct tetranucleotide base sequences. These trajecto-
ries are converged both in terms of DNA conformation (42)
and with one notable exception, in terms of ion atmosphere
(43). Our results show ion populations within the grooves
that are significantly higher than those typically observed in
earlier studies. Furthermore, we find sequence effects on ion
populations that go beyond the nature of individual base
pairs or base pair steps. Finally, we show that ion distribu-
tions associatedwith longA-tracts converge very slowly and
do not reflect the symmetry of the base sequence at least on
a microsecond timescale.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Molecular dynamics simulations
We study the sequence dependence of the potassium cation
atmosphere around B-DNA by analyzing MD trajectories
obtained for 39 double-stranded B-DNA oligomers, each
containing 18 bp. The sequence of each oligomer follows
the pattern: 5′-gc-CD-ABCD-ABCD-ABCD-gc-3′, where
upper case letters indicate sequences that vary between
oligomers and lower case letters indicate fixed sequences
(dashes have been added for clarity). Every oligomer con-
tains a different 4-bp sequence, ABCD, that is repeated
three and a half times. This sequence is also used as the
name for each oligomer. The full list of the 39 oligomers
is given in (42). Since taken together, these oligomers con-
tain all 136 distinct tetranucleotide sequences, the analysis
of this dataset of simulations allows us to fully describe the
sequence dependence of cation binding up to the tetranu-
cleotide level.
MD simulationswere carried out using theAMBER suite
of programs (44,45), with periodic boundary conditions in-
side a truncated octahedral cell with the parmbsc0 modifi-
cations (39) to the parm99 force field (45,46), Dang param-
eters (40) for the ions and SPC/E water (47). Each system
was neutralized with 34 potassium ions and then an appro-
priate number of K+Cl− ion pairs were added to reach a
salt concentration of 150 mM. Note that this implies that
the number of K+ exceeds the number of Cl− ions in the
simulation cell, as would be expected close to a highly neg-
atively charged solute molecule and also implies an effective
bulk K+ molarity of 336 mM. The ions were initially placed
at random within the simulation cell, but at least 5 A˚ from
DNA and at least 3.5 A˚ from one another. The complex
was then solvated with a layer of water at least 10 A˚ thick.
A typical simulation involved ∼11 500 water molecules and
37 000 atoms in total. Electrostatic interactions were treated
using the particle mesh Ewald method (48) with a real-
space cutoff of 9 A˚ and cubic B-spline interpolation onto
the charge grid with a spacing of 1 A˚. Lennard-Jones in-
teractions were truncated at 9 A˚ and the pairlist was built
with a buffer region and a triggered list update whenever a
particle moved more than 0.5 A˚ from the previous update.
Each oligomer was constructed in a canonical B-DNA
conformation, solvated, then equilibrated by energy mini-
mization of the solvent and then of the solute and solvent
together, followed by a slow thermalization, using the proto-
col described earlier (49–51). Simulations were carried out
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in an NPT ensemble, using the Berendsen algorithm (52) to
control temperature and pressure, with a coupling constant
of 5 ps for both parameters. All chemical bonds involving
hydrogen atoms were restrained using SHAKE (53), allow-
ing for stable simulations with a 2 fs time step. Center of
mass motion was removed every 500 steps to avoid kinetic
energy building up in translational motion (54) and to keep
the solute centered in the simulation cell. Each of the 39
simulations was run for 1 s, saving snapshots every 1 ps;
the analysis described here is performed using the snapshots
corresponding to the final 900 ns of each simulation.
Ion distribution analysis
The distribution of potassium cations around B-DNA was
determined from theMD trajectories, and analyzed using a
recently developed CHC system (43). The latest version of
Curves+ (55,56) has the ability to calculate the position of
ions, water molecules and any chosen solute atoms along a
trajectory using a CHC system with respect to the instanta-
neous helical axis of each snapshot. This data can then be
analyzed with the Canion utility program, which accumu-
lates the ion positions to generate a 3D CHC histogram. In
the CHC system, the position of an ion is defined in terms of
its longitudinal (D), radial (R) and angular (A) coordinates;
since these are measured based on the local helical axis of
DNA, the CHC system allows the generation of distribu-
tions that naturally account for the coupling between ion
motions and the global deformations of theDNAmolecule.
TheD coordinate describes the position of the ion along the
DNA molecule; it is measured in units of base pair steps,
and therefore varies continuously between 1 and N within
a DNA segment of N base pairs The R and A coordinates
are the distance and angle, respectively, in a polar coordi-
nate system in the plane perpendicular to the helical axis.
The R coordinate is the distance from the helical axis, mea-
sured in A˚, while A is measured in degrees and in canonical
B-DNA, A = 0 is the line joining the two strands, oriented
in the Crick → Watson direction.
In the analysis that follows we use two ways of describing
ion distributions around DNA, namely ion populations, in
units of (usually fractional) numbers of ions, and ion den-
sities, in units of molarity. Ion populations are computed
by taking the time average of the numbers of ions at each
simulation snapshot within the given region as defined by
chosen ranges of the three CHC coordinates. In the partic-
ular case of a sufficiently small region, there will effectively
be at most one ion present at each time snapshot, so that the
ion population reduces to an occupancy, i.e. the fraction of
time in which an ion is actually present in the given region.
To obtain molarities we must divide by a volume, and we
consistently do this by computing the 3D Cartesian volume
of the given CHC region with respect to the time-averaged
structure of the DNA (and, in particular, its correspond-
ing helical axis system). Furthermore, whenwe compute ion
densities close to the DNA we reduce the Cartesian volume
of the given CHC region by excluding volume inside the van
der Waals envelope of the DNA (computed using standard
Pauling atomic radii). When the time-averaged DNA struc-
ture is itself curved, the physical volume of bins correspond-
ing to uniformly discretized CHC coordinates will vary with
Figure 1. Schematic view of a base-pair step. Untwisted view of a base-
pair step detailing the CHC space-partitioning scheme used to measure
ion populations around DNA. In order to distinguish ion binding at the
level of a base pair i, or between base pairs i → i + 1, we split the base-pair
steps in two halves along theD coordinate. The angular space is also split in
two regions: the minor groove, 33˚ < A < 147˚ (abbreviated ‘m’, blue) and
major groove, 147˚ ≤ A ≤ 33˚ (abbreviated ‘j’, red). Finally, extending out
from the helical axis, we consider two regions: ‘internal’ (I), for distances
from the helical axis up to the phosphorous radius (R ≤ 10.25 A˚), and
‘external’ (X), stretching out to the counterion condensation theory radius
(10.25 < R ≤ 18 A˚, see also Figures 2 and 3).
each of the three coordinates, but in a known way. Isosur-
faces of the resulting molarity distribution can then be vi-
sualized using molecular graphics software.
CHC distributions can also be analyzed in terms of their
1D and 2D marginals, which are obtained by integrating
over ranges of respectively two or one of the CHC coordi-
nates. By selecting these ranges appropriately, we can de-
scribe the ion populations within well-defined, physically
relevant regions. This strategy becomes particularly useful
when studying the sequence-dependent features of the ionic
atmosphere. Figure 1 presents a schematic view of the CHC
space discretization used for sequence-dependence analyses.
According to our previous study (43), we define the limits
of the grooves using the average positions of the C1’ atoms,
with the minor groove spanning 33◦ < A < 147◦. We define
the ‘internal’ (or ‘I’) region of the grooves to include every-
thing that is closer to the helical axis than the average dis-
tance of the phosphorous atoms, R = 10.25 A˚. Following
counterion condensation theory (6,57), we also define an
‘external’ (or ‘X’) region in the interval 10.25 < R ≤ 18 A˚,
given that 18 A˚ corresponds to the 76%neutralization of the
phosphate charges (see results section), which is predicted
by Manning’s theory to correspond to the limit of mono-
valent ion condensation. When necessary we use the short
notation Im and Ij to distinguish the internal regions of the
minor and major grooves and Xm and Xj to indicate the
corresponding external regions. Finally, to distinguish ions
binding at the level of the base pair, or at base-pair steps (i.e.
between base pairs), theD coordinate is discretized in steps
of 0.5. Binding events at levels are analyzed by integrating
over the two half steps flanking the level (i.e. for level D =
i, the half step i− 12 < D ≤ i and i < D ≤ i+12 ), and grouped
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in terms of their trinucleotide sequence dependence (i − 1,
i, i + 1). On the other hand, binding events at steps are ana-
lyzed by summing the two half step values between the two
base pairs (i.e. for base pairs i and i + 1, the half steps i <
D ≤ i + 12 and i + 12 <D ≤ i + 1) and grouped according to
their tetranucleotide sequence (i − 1, i, i + 1, i + 2).
Population analyses for specific regions were performed
using the relevant flags of the Canion program, which is
available, together with the present versions of Curves+
and other related software, at http://bisi.ibcp.fr/tools/
curves plus/. Post-processing and plotting were performed
using numpy (58) and matplotlib (59). Molecular graphics
were created using Chimera (60,61).
Sequence fragments of double stranded DNA are always
written in the 5′-3′ direction as a simple string of letters
(e.g. the tetranucleotide AGAG or the dinucleotide step
GA), which corresponds to the sequence along the Wat-
son strand. Since we only consider canonically base-paired
DNA, the sequence on the opposite (Crick) strand is im-
plied. When referring to a dinucleotide step within a longer
sequence, we underline the step in question (e.g. ACGT).
Purines and pyrimidines are indicated using the letters R
and Y respectively, while X indicates any of the four possi-
ble bases. When we refer to the base pairs flanking a given
sequence, we separate them by two dots (e.g. A..G). Base
pairs are distinguished from base pair steps by using a colon
(A:T or G:C).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before discussing the detailed results obtained in this study
we should note that the ion populations we present appear
to converged (with one notable exception, see below). As
we have shown in an earlier publication (43), convergence
is typically achieved in roughly 300–400 ns. The results pre-
sented here are derived from the final 900 ns of 1 s trajec-
tories carried out for each of the 39 oligomers studied by
the groups participating in the ABC project (42,49–51). Ion
distributions, which in the present study are limited to an
analysis of potassium ions (K+), are described in terms of
the CHC D, R and A presented in the preceding section.
We begin by considering the K+ population around B-
DNA as a function of the distance R from the helical axis.
Figure 2 shows the cumulative population for six oligomers
belonging to the ABC set that contain the 10 distinct dinu-
cleotide steps. These populations are averaged over all an-
gles A and over the full length D of each of the oligomers.
From the upper panel, we can see that there are roughly be-
tween five and nine K+ ions within the grooves (R = 10.25,
the average phosphorus radius) of these 18-bp oligomers.
In the following text, we refer to the region within the
grooves (R ≤ 10.25) as the internal or ‘I’ region. In order
to fully neutralize the net charge of the oligomers (−34,
corresponding to two strands, each containing 17 anionic
phosphate groups) it is necessary to integrate the ion dis-
tribution up to R = 24 A˚. However, if we consider the 76%
neutralization predicted by counterion condensation theory
for monovalent ions (6,57), this value is achieved at 18 A˚.
This distance should contain all nominally ‘bound’ counte-
rions and this indeed seems to be the case given the radial
distribution plots of K+ molarity shown in the left panel of
Figure 2. Accumulated K+ populations. Cumulative K+ ion population as
a function of distance from the helical axis (R, in A˚). Populations are inte-
grated along the full length of six 18-mers (see legend of bottom panel) and
either over the full angular range (top panel), or discriminating the major
and minor grooves (bottom panel, solid and dashed lines, respectively).
The solid vertical line indicates the phosphorous radius at R = 10.25 A˚.
Horizontal lines in the top panel show the accumulated ion population re-
quired to fully neutralize the DNA (one negative charge on each of the 34
phosphates of an 18-mer), or to achieve 76% neutralization (CC-theory).
Vertical dashed lines indicate the average distances (24 and 18 A˚, respec-
tively) at which these conditions are achieved.
Figure 3, since by R = 18 A˚ we have virtually reached the
bulk K+ molarity (0.336 M, taking into account the extra
potassium ions added to achieve electroneutrality). In the
following text, we refer to the zone corresponding to bound
ions outside the grooves (10.25 < R ≤ 18 A˚) as the external
or ‘X’ region.
Returning to Figure 2, we see little sequence dependence
beyond the phosphorus radius, however the differences be-
come clearer below this radius, and, in particular, when we
separate the minor (dotted lines) and major groove (solid
lines) populations, as in the lower panel of Figure 2. The
major groove populations are generally significantly larger
than those of the minor groove since the former covers an
angular range of 246◦, while the latter covers only 114◦ (and
consequently the accessible volume is significantly larger
in the major groove). However, the base sequence modu-
lates the populations and, for example, the major groove of
the GGGG oligomer contains three more ions than that of
AAAA, whereas its minor groove contains one ion less.
We now consider the distribution of K+ density around
DNA averaged over the full set of 136 distinct tetranu-
cleotides. The left hand panels of Figure 3 show this dis-
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Figure 3. Average K+ atmosphere. Structure of the K+ atmosphere around B-DNA, obtained averaging over the 136 distinct tetranucleotides. Left: K+
molarity distribution as a function of the distance from the helical axis (R, in A˚) for the major (upper plot) and the minor (lower plot) grooves. The vertical
bars show distances of 10.25 and 18 A˚ from the helical axis. Right: 2D K+ molarity distribution in the RA plane. The molarity increases going from blue
to red, in discrete, non-uniform steps chosen to highlight the structure of the distribution. The white circle indicates the phosphorous radius (R = 10.25),
while white radial vectors indicate the groove limits and the center of the major groove (vertical vector); see also Figure 1.
tribution plotted in units of molarity, separately for the ma-
jor and minor grooves. In each case, we see two molarity
peaks, one within the groove and one between the phospho-
rus radius and the counterion condensation limit of 18 A˚.
Note that a small shoulder occurs in the major groove dis-
tribution due to a restricted volume at the entrance to the
groove. Note also that the K+ ions can approach the heli-
cal axis more closely on the side of the major groove. This
can be clearly seen in the 2D RA plot on the right of Fig-
ure 3, where the major groove is at the top of the figure.
This difference is less marked for molarity peaks beyond the
phosporus radius and, in consequence, the two ion density
peaks are much closer to one another on the minor groove
side (lower left panel) than they are for the major groove
(upper left panel).Wewill return to this point later. Looking
at theRA plot in more detail we can also see that the highest
molarity in the major groove lies in a continuous zone span-
ning the center of the groove, while theminor groove density
shows three distinct peaks. The reason for this will become
clear when we consider base sequence effects. Looking at
the K+ density in the external region of the grooves (10.25
< R ≤ 18 A˚) we again see that the highest molarity corre-
sponds to the grooves and not to the phosphate groups (in
particular to the anionic oxygens, which lie at R≈ 12 A˚ and
in this representation are slightly toward the major groove
side of the white lines delimiting the grooves; see Figure 3 of
our earlier work (43)). In this outer zone the molarity peaks
occur at the center of the narrowminor groove, but offset to
the sides of the wider major groove, presumably as a result
of the greater separation between the anionic phosphates.
This absence of molarity peaks associated with the phos-
phate groups can also be seen in Supplementary Figure S1
where we have plotted the 0.6 M isomolarity surface for the
AGAGoligomer (similar results are foundwith all the other
oligomers studied). These isosurfaces are almost cylindrical
and only deformed by a helical indentation on the side of
the major groove. This result is contrary to the notion that
cations should accumulate around the anionic phosphate
groups and is the consequence of the superposition of the
electrostatic potentials fromboth phosphodiester strands of
a B-DNA duplex (62,63). The presence of negative poten-
tials in the helical grooves is supported by high-resolution
crystallographic data showing monovalent ions bound in
the grooves (8,10,64) and by the preferred groove location
of small cationic ligands (65). The existence of these local-
ized binding sites, associated with high ion populations also
explains why, as we will see below, we can observe high lo-
cal molarities, despite the fact that we are simulating a salt
solution in the millimolar range.
We can now look in more detail at some specific exam-
ples of ion binding that will also serve to introduce a sim-
plified representation adapted to comparing all the 39 ABC
oligomers we study. Figure 4 shows 3D isomolarity plots
for four different oligomers: AGAG, CGCG, AAAA and
GGGG. For each oligomer, two molarity isosurfaces are
shown, 5 M as a green wire mesh and 15 M as a solid red
surface. Further examples of this data are provided in Sup-
plementary Figure S2 that shows the 3M isosurfaces for the
six oligomers containing the ten distinct dinucleotide steps,
but also uses two different representations of DNA to make
it easier to see the groove location of the molarity peaks.
Returning to Figure 4, we can begin to observe the
sequence-dependence of K+ ion distributions. Two of the
oligomers shown, AGAG and CGCG, exhibit strongly lo-
calized molarity peaks. For AGAG, the peaks are located
in the major groove at the level of the G:C base pairs and
close to the electronegative N7 and O6 atoms. In CGCG,
the peaks occur in both grooves, but at base pair steps, GC
(i.e. 5′-GpC-3′) in the major groove and CG in the minor
groove. In both these oligomers the molarity peaks reflect
the tetranucleotide repeating sequence with the exception of
weaker binding due to the end-effects involving two to three
terminal base pairs. The other two oligomers presented are
rather different. In the case of GGGG, the molarity peaks
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Figure 4. K+ distributions along the helix. Two representations of the K+ atmosphere around the AGAG (a), CGCG (b), GGGG (c) and AAAA (d)
oligomers. (a–d), left: Cartesian K+ isomolarity surfaces at 15 M (red) and 5 M (green mesh) reconstructed from CHC histograms with respect to the
average structure, shown in stick representation and colored according to sequence (A = red, C = green, G = blue, T = orange); the 5′ and 3′ ends of
the Watson strand are marked. (a–d), right: K+ population along the oligomer (5′-3′ direction upward) within the major (left column) and minor (right
column) grooves, using the color scheme defined at the top: population increases from blue to red in steps of 0.05. Each base pair step is split into two half
steps; see Figure 1 for a precise definition of the grooves.
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are concentrated in the major groove, as for AGAG, but
now they almost coalesce into a continuous distribution
along the groove, even if the peaks still lie at the level of
the base pairs and close to the guanine strand. For AAAA,
the highest molarity peaks lie at base pair steps in the mi-
nor groove, but strikingly these peaks do not occur at every
step and thus do not reflect the mononucleotide repeating
symmetry of the base sequence. We will return to this point
below.
Figure 4 also introduces a simplified representation of the
K+ ion population that is useful for rapidly comparing dif-
ferent base sequences. This representation, shown on the
right of each 3D molarity plot, shows the ion population
in the major (Ij) and minor (Im) grooves (R ≤ 10.25 A˚) as a
color code for each half-step along the oligomer. Note that
a separate color scale is used for each groove (with the blue
to red showing increasing populations), in order to allow
for the accessible volume difference. This compact repre-
sentation shows several things. First, it shows that K+ mo-
larity peaks and ion populations are closely related to one
another. Second, it shows whether populations (and mo-
larity peaks) are localized in the major or minor grooves
and whether they occur mainly at the level of base pairs
(indicated by the sequence letters for the ‘Watson’ strand,
with the 5′-3′ direction pointing upward), or at base pair
steps (i.e. between two base pairs). Third, it shows whether a
regularly repeating base sequence leads to regularly repeat-
ing ion distributions (clearly not the case for AAAA) and,
fourth, it helps in visualizing end-effects. Using this repre-
sentation it is possible to compare the ion distributions for
all 39 ABC oligomers, using a common color scale for each
of the two grooves as shown in Supplementary Figure S3.
We can now begin to discuss sequence-dependence in
more detail. Until now, most discussions of ion binding
to DNA have been based on the simple chemical no-
tions, namely cations within the grooves of the double he-
lix will accumulate preferentially around electronegative
base atoms. If this was a sufficient explanation, sequence-
dependence would be limited to the nature of a given base
pair or eventually to the nature of a given base pair step.
In fact, sequence-dependence is significantly more complex
and more distant base pairs can also influence ion distri-
butions. This can be seen if we now concentrate our atten-
tion on the central tetranucleotides of each oligomer (thus
avoiding end-effects and setting aside for the moment un-
usual cases such as AAAA where the observed ion distri-
bution does not reflect the sequence symmetry). The results
are presented graphically in Figure 5. Once again, K+ popu-
lations are color-codedwith the blue to red scale for increas-
ing values. The upper panels of Figure 5 represent the ion
populations within themajor (Ij) andminor (Im) grooves of
the 10 distinct dinucleotide steps and the two distinct base
pairs (along the horizontal axis) as a function of the flank-
ing base pairs (along the vertical axis). By ‘steps’, we imply
that the sampling is done between two base pair levels (i <
D ≤ i+1), while by ‘levels’, we imply that the sampling in-
volves the two half-steps surrounding a given base pair (i
− 12 < D ≤ i + 12 ). The lower panels show the same data
for the external region of each groove (Xj and Xm), within
the space delimited by the outer molarity peaks shown in
Figure 2 (10.25 < R ≤ 18 A˚). This data has been extracted
from the central tetranucleotides of the 39 ABC oligomers.
The numerical data corresponding to Figure 5 is given in
Supplementary Figure S4.
Starting with the upper panels of Figure 5 we can firstly
see what has already been remarked, namely that the high-
est K+ populations occur for GC steps in the major groove
(fifth column of the top left-hand panel of Figure 5), with
a maximum population of 0.84 within the AGCA tetranu-
cleotide. (Note that for base pair steps with inversion sym-
metry, there will be two strictly identical tetranucleotides,
in this case AGCA and TGCT). The effect of the flank-
ing bases is significant since making a single change from
AGCA to TGCA decreases the ion population by more
than 30%, down to 0.57. Other GX steps also have relatively
high populations, and these are again sensitive to the flank-
ing bases and, as an example, changing GGGA to TGGG
decreases the population by almost 50%, from 0.55 to 0.29.
Lastly, we note that several steps have very low K+ popula-
tions in the major groove whatever their environment, no-
tably CG (maximumpopulation 0.17), AA (0.26), TG (0.27)
and AT (0.29).
We see a similar situation in the minor groove (Im, top
right-hand panel of Figure 5). The highest K+ populations
occur for the TG and CG steps, with 0.49 for CTGA and
0.48 for CCGG. Both these populations can again be dra-
matically reduced, by almost 90%, by changing the flanking
bases, to 0.05 for ATGT and to 0.06 for ACGT. Apart from
these two steps, only the remaining YR step (i.e. TA) has a
significantmaximumpopulation (0.34 for CTAG), no other
step exceeding 0.17 whatever the sequence environment.
Moving to the external region of the grooves (Xj and
Xm, see the lower two panels of Figure 5), the ion popu-
lations increase because of the approximately doubled vol-
ume, but, as might be expected, the sequence dependence is
much weaker. On the major groove side the overall range
for the base pair steps is only 0.66 (GGCC) to 0.86 (ATAT
andATGT). On the minor groove side there is slightly more
variation from 0.30 (CCGG) to 0.56 (AAAA), but even
these ranges remain small with respect to those within the
grooves (0.72 for the major groove and 0.48 for the minor
groove).
If we finally compare the upper and low panels of Fig-
ure 5, we can see that there is a tendency for the internal
and external populations on the minor groove side to be an-
ticorrelated, while this is not apparent on the major groove
side. This can be explained by the fact that the inner and
outer density peaks are much closer together on the minor
groove side (see left hand panels of Figure 3) and are thus
more directly coupled.
It is also interesting to remark that the sequence-
dependent ion populations in the grooves do not necessar-
ily compensate one another for a given base pair or base
pair step. If we integrate the ion populations over the full
range of A for R ≤ 10.25 A˚, we see total populations rang-
ing from 0.22 (ACGT) to 0.92 (AGCA), while moving out
to R ≤ 18 A˚ results in a similar range of 1.43 (GAGG) to
2.15 (AGCA). Thus, if we consider a charged wire model
of DNA, these results suggest that the total charge per base
pair step can vary by as much as 0.7 as a function of base
sequence.
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Figure 5. Average K+ populations in the grooves. Average K+ population in the internal (‘I’, top) and external (‘X’, bottom) region of the major (‘j’, left)
and minor (‘m’, right) groove. The populations are measured at the central steps of all distinct tetranucleotide sequences (first 10 columns of each panel)
and at the central levels of all distinct trinucleotide sequences (last two columns), and colored according to the scheme defined at the top: population
increases from blue to red in steps of 0.1. See also Figure 1 for a precise definition of step and level, of the grooves, and of the internal and external regions.
Tetranucleotide sequences are arranged so that each column represents one of 10 distinct dinucleotide steps, and each row corresponds to one of the 16
possible flanking sequences. Correspondingly, trinucleotide sequences are arranged so that each column represents one of the two distinct base pairs and
each row corresponds to one of the 16 possible flanking sequences. Note that for base pair steps GC, AT, TA and CG, six population values appear twice
due to symmetry (e.g. CTAC is identical to GTAG).
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We finally return to the interesting case of K+ distribu-
tions in the minor groove (Im) of the AAAA oligomer. The
data in Figure 4 showed that the molarity peaks along the
minor groove did not repeat with the mononucleotide sym-
metry of the oligomer base sequence (excluding the GC
ends). This becomes even clearer in the upper left-hand
panel of Figure 6 where we plot the average minor groove
molarity along the oligomer (D from 3 to 16). Instead of
reflecting the sequence, the molarity peaks show a pattern
that repeats over 4-bp steps (between base pairs 5 → 9 and
11 → 15), separated by two steps with very low ion density
(between base pairs 9 and 11). When we look at the time
evolution of the cumulative ion populations at these posi-
tions (upper right-hand panel of Figure 6) we see a very
different behavior to that of other ions (see Supplementary
Figure S5). Instead of rapidly damped oscillations, AAAA
shows sawtooth-like curves that only begin to smooth out
after 600 ns of simulation. In order to test for full conver-
gence, we extended the simulations on the AAAA oligomer
for a further 500 ns. The results in the lower panels of Fig-
ure 6 show that the sawtooth oscillations of cumulative ion
population continue leading to a new pattern, which again
exhibits distinctly different populations at adjacent steps.
The explanation for this behavior is not clear for the mo-
ment, but may be related to an incompatibility between the
location of the ion binding sites and the optimal separation
of K+ ions in an aqueous environment. This will require
further analysis. For the present, it is however interesting
to compare the AAAA oligomer with the other mononu-
cleotide repeat sequence GGGG. For GGGG, the principal
K+ binding site is in the major groove so the comparison
is not direct, however we can note significant differences.
Although the ion population is significantly higher for Ij
GGGG (0.49 versus < 0.2 for Im AAAA), the average res-
idence time in each binding site is much shorter (4.6 versus
16.4 ps for Im AAAA, see Figure S6). This may be related
to the fact that ions in the GGGG major groove move eas-
ily along the oligomer without leaving the groove (note that
neighboringGGGG sites are separated on average by 3.5 A˚,
whereas sites along the AAAA minor groove are roughly
2 A˚ further apart). In contrast, ions in the AAAA minor
groove move principally between the internal and external
regions of this groove (results of a Markov state analysis,
data not shown). Moving in and out of the narrow AAAA
minor groove could imply the need for a more substantial
change in hydration and explain the longer residence times
and the slower convergence. Confirming this possibility re-
quires a coupled ion/water analysis that is now underway.
CONCLUSIONS
Our earlier work on a limited set of B-DNA oligomers
and the current more comprehensive summary show that
microsecond-scale MD trajectories are necessary to ob-
tain converged monovalent ion distributions and even this
timescalemay be insufficient in some particular cases.When
the simulation data is analyzed using CHC it is possible to
overcome problems associated with the overall dynamics of
the double helix (bending, twisting and stretching) and to
obtain precise data on ion populations and ion molarities
for well-defined volumes within the grooves, or surround-
ing the double helix, without the necessity of referring to
the positions of specific DNA atoms. We have also been
able to define internal (‘I’) and external (‘X’) regions associ-
ated with the major (‘Ij, Xj’) and minor grooves (‘Im, Xm’)
on the basis of the sequence-averaged radial distributions
of potassium ions that are also compatible with counterion
condensation theory.
The results of the analysis carried out here lead to a num-
ber of interesting conclusions.
(i) The highest K+ molarity peaks occur within the
grooves, close to electronegative base sites, rather than
close to the anionic phosphate groups. Depending
on the base sequence, the molarity peaks within the
grooves may be centered at base pair levels or at the
steps between successive base pairs.
(ii) K+ populations can be surprisingly high compared to
previous work, particularly within the major groove of
GC steps where they can exceed 0.8. Themaximummi-
nor groove populations approach 0.5 and are associ-
ated with YG steps.
(iii) Within both grooves the ion populations at specific
base pairs or base pair steps can be strongly influ-
enced by the flanking base sequence. As an example,
the GC step major groove population ranges from
0.84 when contained within a TGCT segment, to
0.57 within TGCA. Similarly, moving from CCGG to
ACGT changes the CG minor groove population by
almost 90%, from 0.48 to 0.06.
(iv) K+ populations in the external region (Xm and Xj) of
the helical grooves are higher than in the internal re-
gions (Im and Ij), due to the increased volume sam-
pled (the volume is almost exactly doubled), however
the populations in the external regions are much less
sequence dependent.
(v) The internal and external radial distribution peaks are
much closer on the minor groove side of B-DNA than
on the major groove side, which leads to more signif-
icant coupling of the ion populations on the minor
groove side. This is particularly striking in the case of
YR steps.
(vi) The oligo-A tracts are associated with minor groove
ion distributions that converge very slowly, do not
reflect the sequence symmetry on the microsecond
timescale and are associated with long residence times.
The results we have obtained in this study constitute a
comprehensive state of the art view of sequence-dependent
potassium ion distributions around B-DNA. Work is al-
ready underway to extend this analysis to other monovalent
ions, notably sodium, to water distributions and to the in-
terplay between water and ions. We are also looking at how
far molecular electrostatic potentials can be used to explain
ion distributions and what role ion distributions may play
in the interaction of DNA with ligands or proteins. Lastly,
the present results also constitute a reference for testing the
impact of changes in force field parameters or formulation
and notably the role of polarization.
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Figure 6. Ion distributions in the AAAA minor groove. (Left panels) Average K+ molarity in the internal minor groove region (Im) along the AAAA
oligomer, excluding two terminal base pairs at either end (3 ≤D ≤ 16). (Right panels) Time evolution of the average ion population at selected steps along
the AAAA oligomer. The selected steps are highlighted in the panels on the left with correspondingly colored dots. The top two panels refer to the 900 ns
simulation discussed throughout the article, while the bottom two panels represent a further 500 ns extension of the same simulation, analyzed separately.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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